With an MSc Degree from PolyU Computing:
MSc in E-Commerce
MSc in Information Systems
MSc in Information Technology
MSc in Software Technology

Distinguish yourself from other Computing Graduates

Transfer up to 15 credits to our MSc programmes to graduate in 1 year (6 credits can be from the list below*):

- COMP436 Middleware & Distributed Objects
- COMP433 Information Retrieval
- COMP408 Parallel & Distributed Computing
- COMP444 Internet Infrastructure Security
- COMP406 Artificial Intelligence
- COMP446 Computational Finance
- COMP407 Computer Graphics
- COMP435 Biometrics and Security
- COMP5223 Middleware & Distributed Objects
- COMP5324 Information Retrieval
- COMP5325 Distributed Computing
- COMP5351 Internet Infrastructure Security
- COMP5511 Artificial Intelligent Concepts
- COMP5513 Financial Computing
- COMP5514 Computer Image Generation & Applications
- COMP5522 Biometric Authentication System & Application

*This credit transfer option is only applicable to MSc students admitted in 2007/08 and thereafter.
*The consideration for credit transfer is subject to the maximum validity period of 8 years and the grade performance at B or above.

- Apply for our Alumni Scholarship to get 15% off of tuition fee in the current academic year.
- Apply for our Alan Turing Entrance Scholarship, which ranges from $5,000 to $20,000.
- Claim up to $10,000 from the Continuing Education Fund.

Email: enquiry@comp.polyu.edu.hk
Website: www.comp.polyu.edu.hk
Online Application: www.polyu.edu.hk/admission